Objects moving in fluids experience patterns of stress on their surfaces determined by the geometry of nearby boundaries. Flows at low Reynolds number, as occur in microscopic vessels such as capillaries in biological tissues, have relatively simple relations between stresses and nearby vessel geometry. Using these relations, this paper shows how a microscopic robot moving with such flows can use changes in stress on its surface to identify when it encounters vessel branches.
Introduction
Microscopic devices small enough to pass through the circulatory system are useful for biological research and medicine [14, 17, 29, 32, 39] . For instance, nanoparticles can precisely deliver drugs [1] . More elaborate applications could arise from devices with a full range of robotic capabilities, including sensing, computation, communication and locomotion. These microscopic robots could sense a variety of signals, including chemicals on cells [36] , fluid shear [25] , light or temperature [40] . Some existing devices [21, 24, 28, 43] demonstrate these capabilities in small volumes, though they are generally too large to fit through capillaries. Smaller demonstrated devices [2, 23, 27, 30, 46] have more limited sensing and computational capabilities than their larger counterparts. Building on these demonstrations, proposed future microscopic robots could provide a wide range of capabilities in a volume small enough to pass through capillaries [14] .
Applications of microscopic robots could improve their precision if robots can identify type of tissue they are passing through. For circulating robots in the vasculature, especially useful identification methods are those available to the robot from properties measurable from within the vessels. For instance, the geometry of capillaries differs among organs [3] and between normal and tumor vasculature [22, 34] . Thus robots able to determine vessel geometry could supplement other available information, such as chemicals, to more accurately identify different types of tissue.
An important aspect of vessel geometry is when a vessel splits into branches, or when several vessels merge into a larger one. Microscopic robots might detect branches acoustically [14] , though interpreting reflected signals could require significant computation in the presence of multiple reflections, scattering and the small difference in acoustic impedance between the fluid and walls of tiny vessels. As a complementary approach, this paper describes and evaluates how robots could detect branches from changes in the patterns of fluid-induced stresses on their surfaces.
Fluid stresses provide useful information at larger scales, e.g., for fish [5] and underwater vehicles [47, 49] . Micromachine sensors motivated by those of fish can detect relatively small changes in fluid motion [26] . These fluid stresses provide information about the environment within about a body length of the object in the fluid [42] , although extracting this information requires significant computation [6] . Another example of sensing fluid motion is the use of artificial whiskers, modeled on the geometry of seal whiskers, to estimate the direction, size and speed of moving objects from their wakes [12] .
For microscopic objects in fluids, viscous rather than inertial forces dominate the flow [11, 38] . Viscous flows have a linear relation between stresses and velocities [16] , allowing simpler computations to interpret stresses than required for larger-scale flows. This simplicity enables stress-based navigation by microscopic robots [18] in spite of their computational limits, both in terms of operating speed and memory. Moreover, viscous flow generally has gentle gradients, so the effect of boundaries extends relatively far into the fluid. This potentially allows a microscopic robot to use stresses to infer properties of the boundaries at larger distances, relative to its size, than is feasible for larger robots.
In the remainder of this paper, the next two sections describe typical geometric parameters of tiny vessels and the stresses on the surface of an object moving with the fluid in such vessels. The following two sections show how a robot can use stress measurements to identify when it is passing vessel branches. Section 6 evaluates the performance of this approach. The final section discusses possible extensions to more complicated scenarios. The appendix provides details on the scenarios used for training and testing, and of the classifier used to identify branches.
The Geometry of Microscopic Vessels
This paper examines spherical robots in moving fluids similar to water, with parameters given in Table 1 . We numerically evaluate robot behavior in vessels with geometry comparable to that of short segments of capillaries. These vessels generally have radii of curvature of tens of microns [37] , and when they split, they typically split into just two branches [7] . The branches have a larger total cross section than the main vessel [33] , leading to slower flows in the branches [44] .
For simplicity, we focus on planar vessel geometry. Specifically, incoming and outgoing axes of curved vessels are in the same plane. Similarly, branching vessels have the axes of the main vessel and the branches in the same plane. Table 1 : Typical parameters for fluids and microscopic robots considered here.
indicated position along each paths. Specifically, the maximum speed at the inlet is 1000 µm/s and 530 µm/s, for the branch and curve, respectively. At the position of the robot shown in the branch, the robot moves at 189 µm/s and rotates with angular velocity −34 rad/s, i.e., clockwise. For the curve, these values are 186 µm/s and +39 rad/s.
For developing and testing a branch classifier based on stresses on the robot's surface, we create samples of robots in branch and curve vessels. Appendix A describes the parameters for the vessel geometry, initial robot position and fluid flow speed used to create these samples. These vessels are similar in size to the examples of Fig. 1 .
Robot Stresses and Motion in Vessels
We determine stresses on the robot surface by numerically evaluating the flow and robot motion in a segment of the vessel. For the vessel sizes, planar geometries and fluid speeds considered here, the motion and stresses can be approximated by two-dimensional quasi-static Stokes flow [18] . As examples, Fig. 2 shows the fluid velocity near the robot, in the section of the vessel indicated by the dashed rectangles in Fig. 1 . In spite of the different vessel geometries, the flow near the robot is similar in the two cases.
Stresses on Robot Surface
We denote the stresses on a robot's surface by s(θ, t) for the stress vector at angle θ at time t. The angle θ specifies a location on a robot's surface, measured from an arbitrary fixed point on the robot called its "front". A robot can estimate s(θ, t) by measuring stresses at various locations on its surface with force sensors, and interpolating between these locations. By measuring forces normal and tangential to the surface, the sensors determine the stress vector [18] .
The stresses depend on the vessel geometry near the robot and the speed of the flow. However, this relationship is not unique: different geometries can produce similar stress patterns. Fig. 1 provides one such example. In these cases, Fig. 3 shows how stresses vary over the robot's surface, with the arrows indicating the stress vectors at points spaced uniformly around the surface. The patterns of stress on the surfaces are nearly the same. Thus, in general, the pattern of stresses at a single instant does not reliably identify the geometry of the vessel near the robot.
Changing Stress Patterns
As a robot moves through a vessel with changing geometry, the stresses on its surface change. In many cases the stresses change significantly as a robot moves through a branch, whereas changes are fairly small as a robot moves around a curve.
One measure of changing stresses is the correlation of the stress pattern at two times. Suppose f (θ) and g(θ) are two vector-valued functions of the angle θ around the robot's surface. The correlation between these vector fields is
with the norm f = 2π 0 f (θ) · f (θ) dθ and f · g denoting the inner product of the two vectors.
In our case, the vector fields are the stresses on the robot surface. As an example, the correlation between the surface stresses in the two cases shown in Fig. 3 is 0.98. Due to the normalization, the correlation is independent of the overall magnitude of the stresses. In particular, this means that the correlation does not depend on the fluid viscosity.
As noted above, the robot can estimate the stress field s(θ, t) by interpolating surface stress measurements. A particularly useful method is interpolating the stress pattern from a few Fourier modes. The correlation between two stress patterns can be computed directly from the Fourier coefficients, avoiding the need to explicitly evaluate the integrals in Eq. (1) [18] . Specifically, we use the first six modes, which capture most of the variation in stress over the robot's surface for the cases considered here.
When viewed from a fixed location on the robot surface, e.g., a specific sensor, the stress changes both due to changing vessel geometry and due to the robot's rotation caused by the fluid. This rotation is not relevant for identifying vessel geometry for the spherical robots considered here. Thus, to identify changes in geometry, the robot must remove the change due to its rotation. A simple way to do so is to maximize the correlation over all possible rotations of the robot between the two measurements used in the correlation. Specifically, this approach compares the stress at time t, s(θ, t), with shifted versions of the stress at a prior time, s(θ + ∆θ, t − ∆t), and uses the maximum correlation over all shifts ∆θ. That is, the robot measures changes in the pattern of stress that are not due to its rotation by evaluating
for the correlation function of Eq. (1). Another application of this maximization is estimating the robot's angular velocity because the shift in angle, ∆θ, giving the maximum is an estimate of how much the robot has rotated between these two times [18] .
As an example, Fig. 4 shows the correlation between stress patterns separated by 10 ms as the robot moves through the branch and curved vessels of Fig. 1 . For the curve, the stress pattern remains nearly the same, so correlations are close to one. For the branch, however, the correlation drops as the robot approaches the branch, about 30 ms before it reaches the position shown in Fig. 1 . Later, the correlation drops again as the robot moves into one of the branches. Similarly, if the robot were moving the opposite direction, i.e., the flow was a merge of two small vessels into a larger one, the robot would encounter these drops in correlation in the opposite order and at times shifted by 10 ms as it compares its current stress pattern with the pattern it had encountered earlier along the reversed path.
For the flow speeds and vessel sizes considered here, ∆t = 10 ms is a reasonable choice: over that time a robot can move a distance comparable to the extent of branching or curving, but not so far as to completely pass the changing geometry. However, the precise value of ∆t is not important. For example, comparing stresses separated by ∆t = 5 ms or 20 ms is qualitatively similar to the behavior shown in Fig. 4 . For definiteness, we use ∆t = 10 ms in the following discussion. Fig. 4 suggests a robot could identify vessel branches by checking for when the correlation of stresses separated by a short time is sufficiently small. This procedure could reliably distinguish branches from curves if there is little overlap in the distributions of minimum correlations for these two geometries. Unfortunately, the behavior shown in Fig. 4 does not occur in all cases. Instead, the distributions of minimum correlation for curves and branches have considerable overlap, especially when the robot is near the center of the vessel. 5 quantifies this difficulty by showing how the minimum correlation along a path depends on how close the robot is to the vessel wall before it reaches the curve or branch, i.e., while still in a fairly straight portion of the vessel. As a measure of how close a robot is to the vessel wall, we use the robot's relative position, given by
Classifying Vessel Geometry
where y c is the distance of the robot's center relative from the central axis of the vessel, d is the vessel diameter and r the robot's radius. Relative position ranges from 0, for a robot at the center of the vessel, to 1, for a robot just touching the vessel wall. A robot can accurately estimate its relative position while in a straight vessel segment from surface stresses [18] .
When the robot starts near the center of the vessel, Fig. 5 shows that curved paths have a wider range of minimum correlations than branches, and this range includes the values occurring in branches. Combined with smaller, and hence noisier, stresses for robots relatively far from the vessel wall [18] , this indicates correlation is not a reliable identifier of branches when robots start near the vessel center.
To improve identification for paths starting close to vessel center, a third piece of information is helpful, namely a summary of the stress pattern at the time the robot evaluates the correlation. That is, to identify branches, at time t, we use three pieces of information: the correlation c(t, ∆t), the relative position for the path that was determined prior to any significant change in the stress, and the current stress s(θ, t).
To create a vessel geometry classifier using this information, we generate a set of training samples. Specifically, for each training sample (created as described in Appendix A), we determine the time t along the path with the minimum correlation, and use the three pieces of information from that time along the path. This method is an example of off-line training. That is, we suppose the training samples have measurements from a completed path, i.e., a path starting before the robot reaches the branch or curve, and continuing until the robot is well past those changes. With measurements along the whole path, the time of minimum correlation can be obtained and values at that time used for training. Using such training samples from both branch and curve vessels results in the logistic regression classifier for branches described in Appendix B.
Applying the Classifier to Identify Branches
The classifier described above was trained with the minimum correlation along a path. A robot using the same method when applying the classifier would have to wait until it was sufficiently far past a changing geometry to be sure it had detected the minimum correlation along the path for that change. This off-line application of the classifier could be useful in reporting vessel geometry changes well after encountering them, e.g., to provide a description of the path leading the robot to a target location.
We focus on the more demanding classification task of recognizing a branch near the time the robot encounters it. This on-line or real-time classification allows the robot to take action while still near the branch. In this case, a robot uses the classifier by repeatedly evaluating Eq. (B.1) as it moves. During these evaluations, the correlation c(t, ∆t) is not necessarily the minimum correlation along the path: i.e., the robot could encounter smaller values as it continues through the vessel. Thus, the robot using this method is extrapolating beyond the values used for training.
The classifier uses the robot's relative position in the vessel before it encounters a branch or significant curve. Thus the robot must save its estimate of relative position, updating the value only while vessel geometry is not changing. A robot could determine when this steady behavior occurs by checking when the correlations between stresses at various delay times ∆t are close to 1, and the pattern of stress on its surface is consistent with its presence in a straight vessel segment [18] . When the robot encounters changing geometry, it uses the saved estimate of its relative position when evaluating the classifier, i.e., Eq. (B.1). This procedure applies to typical capillaries [37] where significant geometry changes are separated by tens of microns, a considerably larger distance than the size of the robots small enough to pass through those vessels.
Example
As an example of how the classifier applies to on-line classification, Fig. 6 shows the estimates of P branch from Eq. (B.1) along the robot paths of Fig. 1 . The branch path has higher values than the curve. This example indicates how a robot could use the classifier for on-line branch identification: consider a branch to be nearby whenever P branch exceeds a predetermined threshold. For this example, a threshold around 0.8 distinguishes the branch from the curve.
In addition to identifying whether the robot passes a branch, Fig. 6 indicates when this method detects the branch. In this case for the branching vessel, P branch becomes large about 30 ms before the robot reaches the location shown in Fig. 1 . This corresponds to the robot entering the branch. The robot slows as it moves through the branch, leading to a period of large correlation for about 20 ms. As the robot leaves the branch, the stress pattern changes again, leading to a second minimum in the correlation (see Fig. 4 ) and another maximum in P branch . In other cases, the robot moves more rapidly through the branch, so the ∆t = 10 ms time difference used here gives a single minimum in the correlation and, correspondingly, a single peak in P branch . A robot could distinguish these cases by checking for a second peak within a few tens of milliseconds. Over that amount of time, the second peak indicates the robot is leaving the branch rather than encountering a second branch. This is consistent with the typical spacing of branches in capillaries (see Section 2).
Selecting a Threshold to Identify Branches
A suitable threshold to use for identifying branches with this classifier depends on the relative importance of false negatives (i.e., missing a branch) and false positives (i.e., incorrectly considered a curved vessel to have a branch). The importance of these errors depends on the application.
For example, if a robot with locomotion capability needs to move into a branch, it is better to recognize a branch before passing it, so the robot would only need to actively move a short distance to reach the desired branch. This contrasts with the situation of not recognizing the branch until well after the robot has passed it, in which case it would need to more a larger distance and upstream against the flow of the fluid. In this case, the robot could use a relatively low threshold, thereby being fairly sure it will identify branches as it encounters them, though it may also, incorrectly, attempt to move into a branch when passing through some curved vessels. Such errors are more likely the earlier the robot needs to identify a branch because the flow well upstream of a branch is similar to that in vessel without branch.
Another action the robot could take upon detecting a branch is to move to the vessel wall near the branch and act as a beacon to other robots arriving at the branch. The beacon signal could, for example, direct subsequent robots into one branch or the other to ensure roughly equal numbers explore each branch in spite of the fluid flow favoring one branch over the other. More generally, branches could be useful locations to station robots for forming a navigation network [14] . With a limited number of robots to form this network and if it is sufficient to station robots at some rather than all branches, the robot could use a high threshold to ensure identified branches are very likely to actually be branches.
Other applications have less need for identifying branches while robots are close to them, but instead collect information on the number and spacing of branches for later use, e.g., as a map or diagnostic tool at larger scales than short segments of a single vessel. This applies to identifying vessel geometries that distinguish different organs or normal from cancer tissue [22, 34] . In such cases, the emphasis could be on identifying all branches, favoring a relatively low threshold, and then verifying detected branches with subsequent measurements after the robot has moved past each possible branch, thereby reducing the false positives while keeping sensor information obtained near the branches from the original identification of those cases later verified to be branches.
Multiple robots spaced closely enough could communicate verified branch detections to robots upstream of the branch. With a message from a downstream robot that it verified its recent passage of a branch, a robot could lower its threshold in anticipation of that upcoming branch. The message could come from a downstream robot that entered a different branch of the splitting vessel than the robot receiving the message. For example, with acoustic communication robots could compare measurements over 100 µm or so [19] , which is farther than the typical spacing between branches in capillaries described in Section 2.
Verification After Passing a Curve or Branch
This paper describes how a robot can use stresses to identify branches as it encounters them. This contrasts with off-line methods that collect time-stamped information before, during and after a robot passes a branch, and later use the entire path history to identify if and when the robot passed branches. A possible combination of the two approaches is to use on-line classification to identify likely branches, record information about them, and later verify the branch detection when the robot has additional information after passing the possible branch.
Information a robot could use for this verification task includes changes in vessel diameter, relative position and robot speed before and after passing the curve or branch. Typically, these changes are much larger after passing a branch than a curve. Such comparisons must wait until the robot is well past the branch or curve, when it is again in a nearly straight vessel segment where stress-based navigation allows estimating these quantities [18] .
Specifically, when a vessel splits into branches, the branches have smaller diameter than the main vessel, but the combined cross sections of the branches is larger than that of the main vessel [33] . Thus measuring vessel diameter before and after the branch gives a direct indication of branching.
The increased cross sectional area after a vessel splits leads to slower flows in the branches [44] , whereas flow in a curve remains nearly constant. This suggests a robot could check for changes in its speed through the vessel before and after passing a branch or curve to verify the identification. However, slower fluid speed in the branch does not necessarily mean the robot's speed changes in the same proportion, because the robot's speed depends both on the speed of the flow and how close the robot is to the wall, i.e., its relative position. Along with flow speed, the relative position can change as a robot passes a branch. Fig. 7 illustrates this behavior. Robots close the wall remain close upon entering a branch or moving around a curve. But robots entering a branch near the center of the vessel move to near the wall of the branch, and robots starting between the center and the wall move to near the middle of a branch. This change in relative position can distinguish branching from curved paths that are not close to the wall. Similarly, the change in speed is particularly large for branch paths when the robot is not near the wall, so its speed reflects the decreasing flow through the branches. When the robot is near the wall, in either a branch or curve, it moves relatively slowly and remains near the wall, giving relatively little change.
Changes in relative position and speed are particularly useful for distinguishing curves and branches for paths near the middle of the vessels, precisely the cases where the correlation-based method in this paper are least reliable (see Fig. 5 ). Moreover, the larger differences in these measures between curves and branches for paths near the center of the vessel could compensate to some extent for the lower accuracy of estimating position and speed from stresses when the robot is near the center of the vessel [18] .
Due to errors in estimating position, speed and vessel diameter from stresses [18] , evaluating changes from a combination of these measures before and after passing a branch or curve is likely to be more robust than relying on a single method.
Classification Performance
This section evaluates how the classifier performs using a set of test samples.
In the branch vessels considered here, the fluid flows from the larger vessel into the two branches.
Thus, testing the classifier with these paths evaluates how well a robot recognizes when the vessel splits into two smaller vessels, with the robot moving into one of them. The situation for flow merging from smaller branches into a larger vessel is similar. This is because for a robot at a given location in a vessel, stresses on the robot surface are the same for either direction of the flow due to the reversibility of Stokes flow [16] . Thus the stress measurements along a path are the same for paths through merging branches, but in the reverse order.
For merging vessels, the classification operates in the same way as for splitting vessels, but with a shift of time ∆t in when the correlation is measured. For instance, for the robot at the location shown in Fig. 1a, the correlation c(t, ∆t) compares the stresses at the robot's indicated location with the stresses when the robot's center was at the point along the path indicated by the tick for −10 ms when using ∆t = 10 ms. Conversely, a robot moving in the reverse direction along the path, i.e., from the branch at the upper right into the main vessel at the left, would compare its stress with that 10 ms earlier on the reverse path, corresponding to the location of the tick for 10 ms on the forward path. Thus while stresses are the same along the forward and reversed paths, the comparison used for the correlation and the initial position in the vessel before encountering the branch are different for these two directions.
When the robot along the reverse path is at the position indicated by the tick for −10 ms, it would compare stresses at the same two times that the robot on the forward path does at the position indicated in the figure. So a robot on the reverse path computes the same correlations as a robot on the forward path, but with a shift of ∆t in time. In this comparison, the robots use the same correlation in the classifier. But because they are at different locations along the path when they evaluate that correlation, they would have different values for the other two values used in the classifier: the current stress and the initial relative position.
The classifier training only included the forward direction for each branch, i.e., moving from a main vessel into one of the branches at a split. As a test of how well the classifier generalizes, we use both path directions for each branch test sample.
Accuracy
Since the choice of threshold depends on the application, instead of characterizing a classifier for a single choice of threshold, a better measure is the tradeoff between true and false positives over the range of threshold values. At one extreme, a threshold equal to one means the robot never recognizes a branch (no true positives) but also never mistakenly considers a curve to be a branch (no false positives). At the other extreme, a threshold equal to zero means the robot always considers itself to be encountering branches: this identifies all actual branches, but also mistakenly recognizes curves and straight vessel segments as branches (high false positives). For a perfect classifier, there would exist an intermediate threshold allowing it to identify all branches without also mistaking other geometries for branches.
For the classifier developed in this paper, Fig. 8 shows the performance as the threshold varies from 1 (at lower left) to 0 (at upper right). Specifically, for each threshold value, the figure evaluates P branch with Eq. (B.1) along the path of each test sample. If P branch exceeds the threshold anywhere along the path, that sample is classified as a branched vessel. The true positives are the branch samples identified as branches using that threshold, and the false positives are the curve samples incorrectly identified as branches.
This classifier performs well: with suitable threshold, the classifier recognizes most branches with only a few mistakes, as indicated by the curve in Fig. 8 passing close to the ideal behavior of recognizing all true positives and none of the false positives (i.e., the upper left corner of the figure). This tradeoff curve includes both forward and reverse paths. Examining performance separately for each direction (i.e., splitting or merging vessels) shows similar curves. Thus there is no penalty for not including reverse paths when training the classifier. This is an indication of the robustness of the information used for this classifier, and the simplicity from the reversibility of Stokes flow.
An overall performance measure from the tradeoff of Fig. 8 is the area under the curve. In this case, the area is 98.6% of the total area. By comparison, the area would be 50% for a classifier that made no distinction between branch and curve, and 100% for a perfect classifier.
When Branches Are Identified
In addition to how accurately this classifier detects branches, an important performance measure is where along a path the robot first detects a branch. One of the features this classifier uses is the correlation between stresses at the robot's current location and those at the time ∆t = 10 ms earlier. Typically, stresses change the most as the robot passes through the branch, and during 10 ms the robot does not move significantly past the branch. This means the classifier typically detects the branch while the robot is within the branching section of the vessel.
Quantitatively, Fig. 9 shows this classifier generally identifies branches near the middle of the sample paths. This corresponds to when the robot is close to the branch, rather than well before or after passing the branch. That is, this classifier identifies branches while the robot is close to them. Thus a robot can use this stress-based classifier to identify when it is passing a branch, well before it passes significantly downstream of the branch. On the other hand, branches are not identified well before the robot reaches the branch. Thus this classifier is not useful for applications requiring significant advance notice that the robot is approaching a branch.
This classifier can detect most branches (high true positive fraction) with only a few false positives (see Fig. 8 ). Thus applications will likely use thresholds low enough to give true positive fraction above, say, 80% or so, corresponding to the right portion of Fig. 9 . With this choice for the threshold, branch detection will generally occur at smaller fractions of the path length for forward paths than for reverse paths. This corresponds to a robot moving toward a vessel split detecting the branch just as the main vessel splits. Conversely, a robot moving in a vessel that merges with another to form a larger vessel will identify the branch just as the vessels merge. Quantitatively, the difference path fraction for these two cases shown in the figure (about 0.15 for thresholds giving true positives above 80%), corresponds to a difference of about 6 µm for the path lengths used here (see Appendix A). Thus the difference in where a branch is first identified for splitting or merging vessels is just a few times the robot diameter.
Noise
Sensor measurements are subject to noise, so in practice robots will not have exact values for the stress-based quantities used by the classifier. Evaluating the effect of noisy measurements on classification accuracy is an important performance measure.
The classifier uses three pieces of information: correlation of two stress measurements separated by ∆t, relative position estimated from stress while in a straight segment, and principal components from the latest stress used for correlation. These quantities involve stress measurements at different times, except that one of the stresses used for correlation is the same as used to determine principal components. Thus a reasonable model of the noise is independent errors for the three values used as inputs by the classifier. This assumes noise at different times, separated by at least a few milliseconds, is uncorrelated, e.g., as is the case for thermal noise.
As one example of the effect of independent noise, Fig. 10 shows the consequence of relative errors for the area under the tradeoff curve for true and false positives shown in Fig. 8 . For simplicity, the noise used in this figure takes each of the three inputs to the classifier to have a noisy value given by a random relative error drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to the amount of relative noise indicated on the horizontal axis of the figure. This shows little change in classifier performance with up to about 10% noise. More generally, each of the three inputs to the classifier could have a different amount of noise, depending on how noise from stress measurements propagates to the calculated values of correlation, relative position and principal components.
If noise is large enough to significantly degrade classifier performance, the robot could average the result of several subsequent evaluations. For instance, averaging stress measurements over several milliseconds can significantly reduce the effect of thermal noise on stress measurements [18] . This averaging will also improve the stress-based inputs to the classifier, provided noise at different times is independent.
Averaging to reduce the effect of independent noise contrasts with systematic errors, which produce noise correlated over time or across different sensors. Examples of such systematic errors include a stress sensor giving consistently smaller readings than the others due to poor calibration, or if sensor responses change as the robot moves through the vessel due to sensors becoming covered by material adhering to the robot surface. Another source of systematic error is a robot's clock running at the wrong speed. That could, for instance. cause a robot to actually compare stresses separated by ∆t = 15 ms while using a classifier trained with correlations with ∆t = 10 ms. Such systematic errors are not reduced by averaging so will need to be handled by designing stable sensors or providing a way to calibrate them while in use. Alternatively, if such errors differ among robots, e.g., each having somewhat different clock speeds, nearby robots could communicate the information they use for branch identification. Each robot could then average its own measurement with those of other robots to reduce the effect of these errors.
Discussion
This paper describes how a robot moving with fluid in a small vessel can use the changing stress on its surface to identify when it encounters a branch. Repeatedly using this classifier, a robot can identify changes in the vessel geometry as it moves. For example, the robot could record the time and hence distance, with an estimate of its speed obtained, e.g., from stress measurements [18] between between its initial approach and final passing of a branch. Thus the robot can determine the size of the branching region. Over longer times, the robot could measure distances between successive branches, thereby estimating the larger-scale geometry of successive splits and merges of small vessels.
The classifier in this paper uses only a few properties of the changing stress pattern. These properties are sufficient to identify branches for the scenarios considered here. It remains to be seen how well these properties perform in more complex situations. One such situation is nonplanar branching vessels [44] which require evaluating 3D flows. Another situation is the fluid containing a variety of objects in addition to the robot. Such objects include cells that deform as they are pushed around curves or into branches, requiring more elaborate simulations [20] , especially in somewhat larger vessels than considered here [4] . In these or other more complex situations, the properties used in the classifier described here may not be sufficient for high accuracy. In such cases, classifiers could incorporate additional information available to the robot about its local environment. These additions include prior information about vessel structure and additional measurements.
For instance, the robot could combine the classifier's output with prior probabilities of branches.
This prior could, for instance, consider typical distances between successive branches and how often vessels bend without branching. Values for the priors could come from studies of microvasculature in general or in specific organs [3] or types of tissue [22, 34] . Using priors specific to individual organs or tissues would require the robot to determine which organ or type of tissue it is in, e.g., using chemical signatures or external localizing signals [14] . A robot could also adjust its priors based on its recent history, e.g, using the frequency of verified branches it has encountered recently in small vessels. The robot can combine any prior probabilities it has with the result P branch from the classifier using Bayes theorem. For example, if branches are rare compared to curves, the robot could increase the threshold it uses to identify a branch to reduce the number of false positives. This would adjust for the use of an equal number of curve and branch paths used for the training in this paper, which corresponds to an equal likelihood for the robot to encounter a curve or branch.
The robot could use a wider variety of values to aid classification in more complex scenarios. For instance, the classifier of this paper evaluates stress changes over a fixed interval of time, namely 10 ms. More generally, robots could use stress correlations over multiple time intervals, e.g., using ∆t values of both 10 ms and 20 ms. A mix of times could help identify vessel structure when flow speed varies over a larger range than considered here, e.g., due to vessel blockages.
Another example of additional information the robot could use is a broader measure of how stress changes. The correlation measure used here measures the change in the shape of the stress pattern on the robot surface. As a robot moves, the stress magnitudes change as well. For instance, moving into a branch with slower flow typically decreases the stress, whereas moving closer to the wall increases it. Thus another measure of changing stress is ratio of current and previous average stress magnitudes over the surface, which characterizes the change in the magnitude of stresses. For the cases considered here, the change is stress magnitude gives similar information as that obtained from the correlation, and does not noticeably improve classifier performance. Nevertheless, in other cases, changes in shape and magnitude may provide different information, thereby improving performance when used together.
In addition to using the information a robot obtains while passively moving with the fluid, robots could actively probe their environments. One such approach is making changes to the surface that affect stresses. For instance, a robot that can alter its shape [8] could measure how its shape affects its surface stresses to gain additional information on the nearby vessel geometry. Another possibility is for a robot with locomotion capability to alter its distance to the vessel wall before it encounters a branch or curve to increase the accuracy of classification or verification after passing the change. A robot could move closer to the center of the vessel so its distance to the wall will change much more when encountering a branch than a curve (see Fig. 7 ) thereby improving verification. Alternatively, it could move closer to the wall so the change in correlation is more distinct between branches and curves (see Fig. 5 ).
Beyond classifying the type of geometry, e.g, a branch, a robot might use stresses to estimate quantitative properties of how the geometry changes. This possibility arises from stresses depending on geometric properties such as the branching angle when a vessel splits and the size of the branches, as well as the radius of curvature of a curved vessel. Estimating such properties requires determining how they influence the stress pattern as the robot moves, and then determining how to extract property values from these influences on measured stresses. Such estimates could also benefit from prior information on relations between branching angles and diameters [45] .
Communication among nearby robots could enhance these extensions. In particular, when multiple communicating robots pass through a vessel at around the same time, they could compare stresses at different positions in the vessel. These comparisons could include robots close to the wall or close to the middle, and robots approaching, near and past a branch. More broadly, robots with a variety of sensors could combine information from stresses with other measures, such as changing chemical concentrations or acoustic echos [14] , to evaluate the changing geometry of their environments.
In summary, a robot can use fluid stresses on its surface to identify when it encounters branches in microscopic vessels. The classifier discussed here combines three types of information derived from stresses: how stress patterns change over a short time, the position of the robot in the vessel before it encounters a branch or curve, and the shape of the stress pattern. Together, these values accurately distinguish branches from curves for a typical range of geometries encountered with microscopic vessels in tissue. Moreover, the time over which stresses are compared, e.g, 10 ms, is short enough that the robot moves just a few times its size during the evaluation. This allows the classifier to identify branches while the robot is still near the branch.
Fabrication of microscopic robots with stress sensors and even relatively simple computers involve significant technological challenges. Prior to the feasibility of robot fabrication, theoretical studies, such as presented in this paper, can quantify likely robot capabilities and their performance in various applications. These studies can be useful guides to the kinds of applications robots will be able to perform as their capabilities improve. Conversely, these studies quantify the performance requirements of the robot sensors and computers needed to address these applications.
Appendices A Samples of Robot Motion in Small Vessels
We determine the relationship between surface stresses and vessel geometry from a set of samples in known geometries. If robots could be fabricated, these samples could be obtained experimentally, e.g., by measuring forces on microfluidic devices [48] . Since this experimental approach is not yet feasible, we instead create samples from numerical solution of the flow with a robot in vessels with various geometries.
We create samples of robot paths for a range of vessel diameters and flow speeds corresponding to small blood vessels, with parameters given in Table 1 . These samples are variations of the situation shown in Fig. 1 with parameters chosen uniformly at random according to:
• Maximum inlet fluid speed between 800 and 1000 µm/s.
• For curved vessels:
-Vessel diameter between 6 and 13 µm.
-Bend angle, between direction of inlet and outlet, between 25
• and 75
• .
• For a vessel splitting into two branches:
-Diameters of the branches, d 1 and d 2 , between 6 and 10 µm.
- • and 75
• and −25
• and −75
• , respectively.
• Vessel segment length extending 30 µm in each direction from the curve or branch.
• Initial position of robot's center: eight times the robot radius, i.e., 8r = 8 µm, from the vessel inlet, and randomly positioned between the vessel's walls with minimum gap 0.2r between the robot surface and the wall.
• Robot orientation between 0 to 360 degrees.
From the initial robot position, we solve for the robot's motion through the vessel until it comes within 8 µm of an outlet. Boundary conditions on the flow are a parabolic velocity profile at the inlet, no-slip along the vessel wall and zero pressure at the outlet for a curve, or at both outlets for a branch.
This study used a total of 2000 samples created according to this procedure, with 1000 for each vessel type, i.e., curve or branch. For each of these vessel types, 800 samples were used for training the classifier and the remaining 200 were used to test the classifier performance. The paths in these samples are about 40 µm in length. The fluid typically moves the robot along the path in around 100 ms.
B Identifying Branches From Stress Measurements
This section describes how the vessel branch classifier was trained and the parameters of the resulting model. The section also estimates the computational requirements for using the trained classifier. 11.6 0.8 Table B .1: Regression parameters for the probability a robot encounters a branch, Eq. (B.1).
B.1 Regression Classifier for Branch Detection
This paper identifies branches with a logistic regression based on three characteristics of the robot's stresses along its path through a vessel. First, the correlation between the current stress and that of a short time earlier. Second, the robot's relative position in the vessel evaluated during the robot's most recent passage through a nearly straight section of the vessel. The third characteristic is a measure of the shape of the robot's current stresses, specifically the first principal component of the Fourier coefficients of the stress pattern [18] .
The regression model for the probability of a branch, P branch , is
where c is the correlation between changing stress patterns, defined in Eq. (2), rp is the relative position, defined in Eq. (3), p 1 is the first principal component of the stress pattern, and
where the β ... are the parameters, given in Table B .1, determined from the training samples.
Training this regression used stress measurements along the complete path of each sample to identify the time with minimum correlation along the path. This "off-line" training corresponds to the situation after robots complete their paths, so stress measurements all along the paths are available for training. Specifically, for each training sample, rp is the relative position at the start of the sample path where, by construction, the robot is in a straight vessel segment prior to reaching the curve or branch. Moreover, c is the minimum correlation along the path, i.e., the minimum value of c(t, ∆t) along a path, for ∆t = 10 ms. The branch and curve points in Fig. 5 are examples of these relative position and correlation values. Finally, the value of p 1 used for training is the principal component of the robot's stress at the time of the minimum correlation.
B.2 Computational Requirements
An important metric for classifiers is the computational cost to train and use them. The training considered here is off-line, from stress measurements collected along a sample of paths. In this case, training could take place in a conventional computer rather than in the robots, and the resulting regression parameters stored in the robot's memory. Thus training is not significantly constrained by the robots' on-board computational capabilities.
On the other hand, robots applying the classifier would use their on-board computer to repeatedly evaluate the trained classifier from their stress measurements. Microscopic robots are likely to have limited on-board computational capabilities. Thus, it is important to evaluate the computational cost for robots using the classifier, and the memory required to store the parameters obtained from the training.
The classifier used in this paper involves a small set of parameters (see Table B .1), and recording several sets of stress measurements (represented by their low-frequency Fourier coefficients) to allow evaluating correlations. This information amounts to about 100 numbers, which could fit in a kilobyte of memory. The regression parameters are just a few additional numbers, so do not add significantly to the memory requirement.
The classifier uses simple functions of stress measurements. Specifically, Eq. (B.1) involves correlations, estimates of a robot's relative position and the principal component of Fourier modes of the stresses. All these quantities can be computed from a few low-frequency Fourier coefficients of stress measurements on the robot's surface. A computer capable of 10 6 operations/s could evaluate these values every few milliseconds [18] .
Such computation is well beyond the demonstrated capabilities of current nano-scale computers, e.g., DNA or RNA-based logic operations [9, 15] or programmable microorganisms [13] . However, theoretical analyses indicate more elaborate molecular computers could be both small enough to fit within micron-size robots and readily exceed this estimate of the required computational performance [10, 31] . Though such computers cannot yet be manufactured, the same technology required to build the micron-scale robots considered in this paper is also likely to have the capability of fabricated these computers. Thus whenever these robots can be manufactured, they likely will have sufficient computing capability to apply the stress-based estimates described in this paper. Nevertheless, early versions of such robots may not have sufficient computation to evaluate the classifier, but still have enough to encode stress measurements for communication. In that case, an alternate method for applying the classifier would be to send stress measurements to an external computer that would evaluate the classifier and return the value to the robot. This illustrates how microscopic robots could rely on on-board computation or communication, depending on which is easier to manufacture.
The classifier considered here relies on the correlation between stresses separated by ∆t = 10 ms. Similar classifiers could be trained with other values of ∆t. However, the change in stress and hence the correlation values depend on ∆t: generally, stresses change more over longer times, leading to smaller correlations. Thus, to use a classifier trained with a specific value of ∆t requires the robot measure correlations over approximately the same time interval. For the classifier considered here, this requires the robot have a clock with, roughly, millisecond precision over time intervals of tens of milliseconds. An alternative to on-board clocks is an external timing signal [14] . For example, timing signals could use sound waves, which travel at about 1500 m/s in water and tissue. Thus a millisecond-period timing signal would travel 1.5 m, thereby providing a common millisecond time standard to robots operating within a few centimeters. Such an external timing signal would not only provide timing for individual robots, but also a global standard for a group of robots, allowing them to synchronize measurements.
